


Feb 2014

* West coast tour in support of full length CD, “Book of Souls: Folio A” 
* Two new 7" records 

* Second full length CD, “Book of Souls: Folio B” 
* Deluxe vinyl edition of both albums, with expanded full-scale artwork
* National USA tour including Canada 
* Special SC3 event in Russia involving a full orchestra 
* California events involving chamber ensemble, choir and pipe organ 

Later 2014



Secret Chiefs 3 have switched in to high gear. Having just completed a national tour in October with 
legendary Italian Giallo Horror soundtrack masters, Goblin, they released their long-awaited “Book 
of Souls: Folio A” album in late November. Next they are touring the west coast in February in support 
of that new album, and, surprise of surprises, are doing so armed with TWO new 7" records in hand. 
These will be available in stores stocking through Revolver USA, but those attending shows on the 
band’s February tour can get them right away.

In truth, Secret Chiefs 3 is always in high gear. Most people don’t realize they have played well over 
300 shows in 34 countries in the last seven years.

But with a long-labored-over album in the can (you can read about it in the expanded bio), and fresh 
supplies of oxygen in the lungs, fresh new surprise releases are bubbling up through the Winter 
pseudo-frost as if it were Spring!

This tour will feature the A-team line-up of SC3 familiars: Drums / Ches Smith (Ceramic Dog), Key-
boards / Matt Lebofsky (miRthkon, Moe Tar), Bass / Toby Driver (Kayo Dot), Violin, Guitar and Trum-
pet / Timba Harris (Estradasphere) and Saz, Guitar and Keyboards / Trey Spruance (The 
Three Doctors, Mr. Bungle). The band is extra excited to be re-united in this configuration!

Tue Feb 04, 2014 - Vancouver BC The Biltmore Cabaret, with Atomic Ape
Wed Feb 05, 2014 - Seattle WA @ Neumos Seattle, with Atomic Ape
Thu Feb 06, 2014 - Portland OR @ Mississippi Studios, with Atomic Ape
Fri Feb 07, 2014 - Arcata CA @ Humboldt Brews, with Atomic Ape
Sat Feb 08, 2014 - Felton CA @ Don Quixote’s Int’l Music Hall, with Atomic Ape
Sun Feb 09, 2014 - Oakland, Ca @ Duende (MASADA set)
Mon Feb 10, 2014 - Sacramento CA @ Harlow’s, with miRthkon
Tue Feb 11, 2014 - Santa Ana CA @ Constellation Room, with miRthkon
Wed Feb 12, 2014 - San Diego CA @ Casbah San Diego, with miRthkon
Thu Feb 13, 2014 - Los Angeles CA @ Bootleg Theater, with miRthkon
Fri Feb 14, 2014 - Los Angeles CA @ Bootleg Annex (MASADA set)
Sat Feb 15, 2014 - San Francisco CA @ The Chapel, with miRthkon

FORMS “Danse Macabre” 7"

Mighty Wurlitzer Pipe Organ -plus-
SC3 rhythm section renditions of 
Saint Saens’ “Danse Macabre” and
Spruance’s “Apocryphon of Jupiter.”
Features the Golden State Theater
Mighty Wurlitzer in Monterey, CA,
augmented by the band’s live 
Hauptwerk rig, played by Matt 
Lebofsky and Trey Spruance. With
Kenny Grohowski drums, William Winant percussion, Timba Harris
violin and Spruance on tons of other stuff. Photo collage artwork
all from shots at House on the Rock taken/assembled by Spruance.

               UR / FORMS Split 7”
 
The UR piece, “Medium Aevum” is the original of a song “Ishraqiyun” 
has been covering for many years, familiar from SC3 live gigs (never 
recorded). Here it is heard in its radically different original format. The 
flipside is FORMS energetic and comprehensive piano-roll band organ 
rendition of the Sousa masterpiece, “Stars and Stripes Forever.” Faithful 
in all details to the original composition, the tune gets a temperamental 
update according to the mood of the times, on the decaying early 20th 
Century devices of the FORMS «Mausolée Mécanique».



Book of Souls

2013/14: the release of Book of Souls: Folio A, and the tours in support of it.

Book of Souls grew beyond the scope of a single release. Issued in two “Folios,” both are 
full-length albums. The first is Folio A. It hit shelves a couple of months ago late in 2014. 

“Hugely diverse, complex, exciting and soni-
cally lush beyond all reason, Folio A is a bril-
liant and welcome return.

...the music is sublime. It opens with an idealised form 
of SC3 — full, lavish and detailed, a characteristic blend 
of Middle Eastern instrumentation, juddering rhythms, 
mystical resonance and judicious metal crunch. 
Potestas Clavium and Scorched Earth Saturnalia are 
both patchworks — the former, of European cinematic 
oddities, by turns romantic and militaristic; the latter, 
manic acoustic arpeggios, Arabesque melodies, pulsing 
beats. Le Chanson de Jacky, a rousing cover of 
the Brel/Walker classic, has intruiging reconciliatory 
implications, as it’s tongued bilingually by Mike Patton 
— the first time he and Spruance have worked togeth-
er since Mr. Bungle’s California... ”

ROCK-A-ROLLA MAGAZINE
#4 TOP ALBUMS OF 2013 

“SC3 is like an perpetually unfolding blanket, and takes the word ambitious to 
quite another level.

Book of Souls: Folio A proves to be a logical progression from its predecessor, in so much as 
being able to incorporate and blend together disparate sounds. However, those nine years spent 

crafting the music here feel as though they were well spent; even though the 
smorgasboard of sound that was Book of Horizons is unbelievably impressive, here the 

different elements feel a little more comfortable sitting next to each other...”  

MIXDOWN MAGAZINE

“Book of Souls: Folio A easily 
vies for album of the year...

Some bands change your life; some bands change 
your worldview; some bands change the very way 
that you hear music, forever altering your under-
standing of what can be achieved. Secret Chiefs 

3 accomplishes all of these things and more, and 
with the first half of its long-awaited Book of Souls 
— the second piece in an epic “mega-trilogy” that 
began with 2004’s Book of Horizons — the inde-
finable fusion masters make good on a decade of 

anticipation.”

ALARM MAGAZINE

The second part, Folio B, will 
arrive Fall 2014, followed by a 
more traditional national tour, 
covering a month’s worth of 
locations in USA/CA.



Trebuchet Magazine, Review of Supersonic Festival set:

“Secret Chiefs 3 played an exquisite set of brand x com-
positional extremism that many others might name-
check but none have managed to surpass. Mixing Arabic 
influences with surf, electronic and metal, their records 
are fertile fonts of inspiration for any artist. Live, they 
push the envelope, emphasising apocalyptic shifts in 
tempo and dynamics to lift the audience into heightened 
states of ecstasy. Understanding how Trey Spruance in-
terprets concepts of harmony in his music is sometimes 
challenging, however when each of the players onstage 
emphasises a particular melodic phrase that interlocks 
with the larger piece, something amazing happens.”

Kerrang London show review:
(3K’s out of 3)

“SC3 kick the living shit out of 
almost every genre under the 
sun and then blow them a kiss, 
with often fascinating results... a 
triumph.”

Reverb Mag review of SC3 set in Denver:

“...Secret Chiefs 3 are the sort of cult creation that 
have prevailed over all conventions of popular music 
to garner a loving, devoted sect of crazed fans, fol-
lowing every bizarre move they make. With this cult 
status, they have been able to branch out musically, 
and their performance was quite an aural experi-
ence to behold. Seemingly on a mission to freak 
people out... the music is an almost unbelievably far-
reaching cauldron of styles new and old, near and 
foreign.” 

Airwaves Grapevine review of SC3 set 
at Iceland Airwaves Fest.:

“And came Secret Chiefs 3…

All I can say is…. HOLY MOTHER OF GOD WHAT WAS 
THAT?? The final act on the bill, they played some of 
the most potent, pulsing music, I’ve heard at an Air-
waves concert for a very loooooong time. Even before 
they actually play, you look at them and think ‘this 
is going to be interesting’... And then they started 
playing… Their Sufi metal noise was the sound of the 
rock Diaspora, containing the sounds and rhythms 
emanating from Eastern Europe through Turkey and 
the Middle East all the way down the silk road to the 
Hindu Kush... the sheer intensity of their playing 
and performance was just so on another dimension 
to anything else that went on tonight.  Their poly-
spasmic rhythms and fragmented riffs just showed 
up all the other music for the pallid white bread 
mush that it was. They also understood a certain 
little thing that is pretty much dead in a lot of main-
stream music these days – dynamism”.  

Aquarius Records review of SC3 show with 
Goblin and Folio A:

“...the biggest surprise of the night, for some 
of us at least, were opening act Secret Chiefs 
3, who were mind blowing. Playing a set that 
seemed perfectly designed for a Goblin open-
ing slot, they were a whirling sonic dervish 
of genre hopping intensity, kicking out a kill-
er Morricone cover, not to mention, maybe 
the best version of John Carpenter’s “Hal-
loween” we’d ever heard (a version of which 
is included here!). In between, their origi-
nals were dense, and intense, furious and 
exotic, equal parts classic Klezmer, modern 
film music, old soundtracks and of course a 
little math metal. To be honest, were were 
always a little put off by the Secret Chiefs, 
due in no small part to their Mr. Bungle 
roots...   ...but thanks to this recent perfor-
mance, we’re newly obsessed, just in time for 
a new record, which is fantastic... And all of 
it incredible, with some of THEE best playing 
you’ll ever hear. And for all our past reser-
vations, we’ve come around, and have been 
spinning this constantly, as well as the old 
records, that sound as good as ever through 
fresh ears. WAY recommended.”





Secret Chiefs 3: Semi-BIO and Activity Update

Whenever you get the chance, you should listen in when someone who has heard the music of 
Secret Chiefs 3 tries to describe it to someone who hasn’t. That’s always pretty entertaining.

There is a huge amount of  listener-generated information and activity regarding the band 
online, and since the band themselves doesn’t speak very directly, the resulting  well-intended 
disinformation smells to rational noses like anything but reliable information.

What is certain, tangible, real, graspable, is the aforementioned fact that in the last seven 
years alone, SC3 has visited 34 countries, engaging in well over 300 live events.

These engagements range from headlining spots 
at festivals like Birmingham, England’s neo-
doom “Supersonic” Festival, Iceland’s alt/hip 
Airwaves Festival, Festival Sines world mu-
sic fest in Portugal, Marseilles’ int’l post rock 
Festival MiMi; or shows in the band’s stron-
gest cities: Santiago, Paris, Los Angeles, Tel 
Aviv, London, Madrid, Toronto, Porto, Lille, 
Melbourne, Syndey and San Francisco (where 
audience attendance numbers sometimes reach 
over 600) — a performance at Villette Sonique 
festival shows the impact just in Paris (7000+ 
turned out on a Sunday to see SC3 and Oneida); 
there’s also John Zorn-centered concerts at 
NYC Opera at Lincoln Center or Northsea 
Jazz Festival or NYU Skirball Center; and 
tours of support for legendary bands like Goblin 
(2013) the Melvins (2008) and Primus (2010); 
and then the slew of packed-out smaller head-
lining gigs very literally extending to the edges 
of western civilization.

ARTE TV show coverage of SC3 performance at 
Villette Sonique Festival, Paris:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FX2yfhLTQ
D4&list=PL2CBF32E35D7E4544&index=2



Wait, who? An ‘avant garde’ band? 
All this might seem like an exaggeration, but the gig history speaks for itself. 
http://www.webofmimicry.com/tourhistory

To be sure, Secret Chiefs 3’s main bases are in USA/CA 
(this Feb 2014 West Coast tour is the band’s thirteenth 
USA/CA tour), France (47 shows in every region of that 
country to date) and Australia (the band’s strongest fan-
base since 1998).  But the band also makes regular visits 
to fans in Serbia, Turkey, Romania, Croatia, Czech, 
Slovenia, Bulgaria, Poland, Hungary (where they had 
an hour program on MTV Hungary), Chile, Argentina, 
Israel and Brazil (where they sold out SESC Sao Paulo). 

A niche appeal, yes, but with its broad, sweeping vision and quality 
committment of the highest order, SC3’s music commands listners 
from many many different listening backgrounds. Metalheads, 
jazz afficianados, various classical snobs, occultists, adventurers 
into poly-ethnic street music, avant garde-ists, younger hipsters 
into folk psychedelia and their proggy parents, people from strict 
religious backgrounds, various types of Mr. Bungle fans stuck in 
the 90s, and a plethora of curious autodidacts. At every show, any-
where, they’re all there. The band stays silent and different people 
react differently to what they do. Whatever way it goes, the music 
operates over many borders, across many conceptual horizons. 
Not deliberately, but that’s just how things have turned out.

Hungarian MTV hour-long show on SC3:
http://vimeo.com/32400305

Amusing article on SC3:
http://airwaves.grapevine.is/airwaves2011/sufi-
madness-destroys-white-bread-rock-shock-horror/

It can seem uncanny for an American band that is a
complete DIY production from start to finish, with 
no mainstream presence whatsoever at home, no 
Kickstarter campaigns, (and really no support from 
anywhere other than their booking agents and via 
traditional channels directly from their fans) to 
maintain an effective reach extending so far beyond 
the normal conceptual and geographical boundaries.  

The reason they can get away with it, simply put, 
is all about THE MUSIC.









SC3 on Australian TV
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7_lA6iB8fkg

SC3 at Supersonic Festival
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8u1ngMjU2DE&list=PL2CBF
32E35D7E4544&index=1

Booked by Windish Agency
care of John Bongiorno and Ryan Farlow

www.webofmimicry.com


